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If you are someone who has low energy and must push yourself to get through your day or suffer from
mood swings that may alternate between depressive disorder and bursts of anger, or has a difficult time
losing weight after trying all the diets and exercise programs out there, then this publication is for you
personally. The Seven Guidelines to Heal Your Thyroid offers you a Step by Step approach to get to the
primary cause of your thyroid problem and helps to find the solution on the way. Finding the balance in
Trinity of Existence- Brain, Body & Spirit. In step two, become familiar with about the various
naturopathic treatments to heal your thyroid issue. In Stage five you will understand why it is important
to keep all of the hormones balanced, not just the thyroid. Step four addresses the Environmental
influences on the thyroid. Third step will address the essential function of our gut and how conditions like
leaky gut are related to autoimmune circumstances like Hashimoto's Thyroiditis. Step six addresses the
essential requirement of stress and emotional health and its influence on the thyroid function and last but
not least, Step Seven brings everything together by treating the individual all together. The first rung on
the ladder begins with presenting you to how your Thyroid Gland works and which hormones does it create
and what influences its function. I am hoping that you find it helpful. I've written this reserve from both

my personal struggle with this problem which went un-diagnosed for a long time and my clinical knowledge
treating patients for more than a decade.
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Excellent book about your health I highly recommend Dr. Grab your copy now! Thacker. The question to
ask is definitely, why would you allow yourself to suffer when Dr. Thyroid help at its finest! Lots of great
details on thyroid health insurance and how it pertains to your energy and mood - it all basically governs
most if not all hormonal responses. Should you have problems with your thryoid after that this is the book
for you! Great resource! Health is wealth They say , health is wealth and in todays date we come across so
many people struggling with Thyroid problems. Getting Holistic health We love & Thacker's book. Thank you
Dr. 5 stars! Things my GP never told me and the many steps to take. A must read. 7 Steps to Healing Your
Thyroid "Seven Methods to Heal Your Thyroid", is a health publication that every individual suffering from a
thyroid disorder must own. The book is quickly grouped into chapters based on her 7 methods, so its easy
to refer back again to specific chapters. The writer speaks directly to the reader therefore its easily
comprehended for everyday individuals. If you are searching for even more energy or lack of mood swings,
this information can help you find the root cause of your trouble and how to solve it. Thacker offers
opened her door for your enlightenment. Dr. This books as it’s titled “The Seven Actions to Heal Your
Thyroid” helps you identify the root cause step by step and heal your Thyroid to keep you Healthful &
Happy ! This handbook of course detailed basically for the ones who have been affected by Thyroid
disorders to provide themselves a chance to undo the anomaly caused by Thyroid dysfunction.! Thacker is

certainly a compassionate healer and her personal and scientific experience makes this reserve a fantastic
resource for people fighting thyroid issues. respect life and leave no stone unturned to maintain ourselves
healthy. Strongly suggested ! Healing my Thyroid Loved this book. Readable and understand. Seven Methods
to Heal Your Thyroid is definitely for anyone looking to enhance their thyroid health. An excellent reference
book. I recommend this book. Appreciate this Book! The information is wonderful for anyone, not just the
ones who have a thyroid condition.
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